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A sound reminiscent to a buzzsaw, either from a table or a band, echoed across the fjords. Like a 
skipping-stone, it skidded over a vast body of water before trickling into the hot and humid farmland, 
soybeans and corn. To first discover it was to make contact with the devil. It had a strange allure: 
distorted and fast in tempo, unconventional shrieking and enveloped within a raw atmosphere. Never 
easy to love and and always harder to hold, but wanting to become it meant wanting to become 
something new. 

In a place not far from where you sleep now is a graveyard of once-loved things that are out of style. 
This noisy purgatory is populated with a cast of fantastical characters like freckled lime-green 
mockingbirds and toxic pink warlocks, their floating bridges and overwound pick-ups still active and 
ready. To choose one is to complete yourself, bolstering a new constructed identity through a self-
subscribed choice that means to join the fringe and to remove yourself from circulation. 

When the time comes, you ask for help when applying your make-up for the first time. You are incensed 
by their round fingertips on your anxious face - gentle but deliberate - crafting your likeness into 
something un-normal. You amorously study your reflection in excitement, shaking your chin from side-
to-side. As you move through your thoughts at the speed of light, you think that to leave here and 
never come back could be all that you ever wanted. On arrival, the smell of embellished leather and an 
audible sonic rumble has whipped a spinning mass into orbit: these are the seeds you have eaten. You 
spin in, you spin out, but with time you find a place within that vast trajectory. I can dream, can I not? 
Dreaming is heavy metal. 
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